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GIGAVAC’s MiniTACTOR™ P125
The Cost Effective PCB Solution for Sealed Switching
Carpinteria, California ‐ GIGAVAC announces the latest addition to their line of patented switching devices: the
P125 GIGAVAC MiniTACTOR™. This new P125 GIGAVAC MiniTACTOR ™ uses patented technology to provide a
small, lightweight and cost effective solution for DC power switching. Designed and manufactured in the USA, the
hermetically sealed GIGAVAC P125 joins GIGAVAC’s line‐up of other sealed switching products including High
Voltage Relays and EPIC® sealed contactors.
At just over three ounces (90 grams) and measuring about 2.5x1x1 inches (61x30x32 mm), the GIGAVAC P125 can easily be
installed in any orientation on a printed circuit board in a matter of seconds. The M4 power connections and M3 coil
connections are designed for easy and secure PCB mounting. The sealed chamber for both contacts and coil assures clean
switching in any environment. Safe make and break power switching can be achieved at any voltage up to 1200Vdc. With
bi‐directional switching capability and current carry to 50A, this GIGAVAC MiniTACTOR ™ is the perfect choice for any PCB
power switching application including pre‐charge applications. Complete specifications are available online at
http://www.gigavac.com/sites/default/files/files/catalog/spec_sheet/p125.pdf.
According to Markus Beck, GIGAVAC’s Vice‐President Sales, "The power markets have increasing requirements for
cost‐effective, sealed high voltage contactors. The P125 provides the perfect solution for sealed switching applications at a
price that allows our customers to be competitive in their market. Plus, our P125 has performance specifications that you
would expect in far more expensive contactors.”
GIGAVAC accepts all major credit cards and North American customers can purchase from GIGAVAC Direct.
Representatives throughout the world can deliver the products in the user's country and currency at the lowest possible
cost. For complete information and ordering, call +1‐805‐684‐8401 or visit www.GIGAVAC.com
Based in Carpinteria, California, GIGAVAC manufactures and distributes ADVANCED SWITCHING SOLUTIONS. GIGAVAC’s sealed
switching devices include high voltage relays, contactors, manual disconnect switches and other Power Products. Used in a
wide variety of applications typical customers are manufacturers of commercial and military vehicles as well as boats, light
rail, mining, factory automation power systems, battery charging and management systems, fuel cells, solar and wind
power systems, test equipment, HV power supplies, wafer fabrication, RF communications equipment, MRI/medical
equipment and others in need of ADVANCED SWITCHING SOLUTIONS. www.GIGAVAC.com.
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